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CHEMISTRY

FVII Marks: 2OO

Time:"3 hour"

The figures in the mnrEin indicate futt marks

. . , ,-. for ttLe qtestiotts :

PART-A

Answ er anA eight questions

dence offal Describe an exPerimental evi
'the particle nature of electromagnetic
rad.iation. .. U

tb) Describe how Xlray and electrori

diffraction method helPed to

understand de Broglie's theory' 6

(c) What is quantum number? Explain the

signilicance of the quantum numbers
' and d.iscuss how these mrmbers are,

utilized to gr. e complete description of

electron in an atom. 2+6:8

2. (,a) Write the' molecular orbital electronic

confrguration for dioxygen molecule'
How is the O-O bond distance changed

as the molecular 02 is oxidized' to O;
. ^-r^and reduced to Oi and' O2'? 4+4:B
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State and explain zeroth law of
thermod5mamics. Discuss ttre concept
of ternperature. Does the flow of heat
always invohre 'in the change of
temperature? Justi$r your answer. 

2̂+3+2=7
::,

( Continued )

(b) What is hybridization of atomic orbitals?
Show the formation of sp, sp2 and sp3
hybrid orbitals of carbon. What hybrid
orbitals are used by the carbon atom in
ft)CH+, (OHzC=CH2 and @HC-CH?

2+3+3=8
(c) What are Fqjals'rules? Give examples.

3+1:+

(a) W\at are the basic assumptions of
king1ic.theory of gases? How does the
ldne"tie molecuiar theory explain Boyle,s
law,-Charles' law and Avogadro's iaw?

(b) What are ideal and reaf gases? Write the
van der Waa-ls'equation for a real gas.
Explain the corrective terms for
presstlre and volume. 2+2+4:8

'u

3,

'l

'(c). Calculate the root-mean-square speed
of helium atoms in m/s at 25 "C.
{Use R=8-314 JIK; IJ = 1 kg r;-Z /r]1 4

4. (a)
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i. b) Define entropy. Give its physical
a.- src'nificance. What is AS for there av tvl ulE

'_ universe? 2+3+2=z
.?

(c) Distinguishbetween-
- lil extensive and intensive properties;'t

. t".l
- (t.t) reversible and irreversible

processes. 2+)+2:6

.: 5. (a) State and exptain Hess's law of constant

- heat summation. Calculate t] e- standard enthalpy of tJ:e reaction

CzH+ (e) + Hcl(s) -+ C2HrCi{g)

Given that standard enthalpy of
formation of C2HsCle), HCI (g)

) "id CzH+ {S) are -112.1O kJ moi-l,
-92.35 kJ mol-l and 52.30 kJ mol-l

' respectively. 4+4:8

(b) What is Jouie-Thomson effect? Explain
the conclusion of the effect for ttre
expansion of a+ ideal gas through a
porous plug. 3+4:T
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Deduce tl-e foilowing relation for work
done during reversible expansion of an
loear gas :

V,
' Wrer:nR?|n J

vi

Here each term stands for its usual
thermodynarnic, r-neaning.

What is viscosit5r? Why does the
viscosit5r of a liquid decrei.se with an
increase of temperature? Why is the
viscosit5r of gl5rcerol much higher tlan

(c)

'?

6- (a)

that of water? 3+3+2=8
(b) Discuss the structurai differences and

intermolecular forces between solid
{ice}, liquid and gaseous {vapour) states
of water. Why is ice less dense than
water? What kind of attractive forces
must be overcome in order to melt ice?

3+3+2:8
Calculate the surface tension of water at
25 "C and 1 atm if the capillary rise in a
glass capiilary tube of inside radius
O'2O mm is 7'36 cm. '

Deduce the foliowing relation of an ideat
gas :

'o

lri =Fi +RIlnP;
o.

where. p; and Pi are the chemical
potential and standard preSsure in the
standard state.

rl

(c)

7- (a)
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(D) ln a horrrogeneous equilibrium, derive
tlte relationship between -K^ a.cd K^ . 6

,'L

(c) Nitrogen and hydrogen reacq to form
afilrnonia by the resclisn

Nr(g) +3H2e)=2NH3e)

The percenta.ge of NH. at equilibrium is.
17.8o/o at 3O atm and 3OO "C. Ca_lcuiate

.?

Ko for tl:e reaction.

T16/98

8- (a) What is al ideat solution? Give tbe
characteristics of an ideal solution. 2+4=6

(b) State Raoult's law of soiution- Explain
the positive and negative deviaions
observed in case of Raoult,s law. 2+6=g

(c) The vapour pressure of water at 298 K
is 2-34x1O3 N---2 and vapour pressu-re
of a soiution of O.IOB24 icg oi a non_
volatile solute in 1 kg of water at the
saine temperahlre is 2.3i"1O3 N_m-2.
Ca-lculate the 4rolar mass of the solute. 6v ,-'

9. (q) Derive the integrated rate equation ior a
reaction of thg Iirst order. bi".rr"" tfr.
characteristics of the first_order
reaction- 5+3:B

,
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Descr.ibe tl-e metJ.od:of half-life period
to determine the oider of a.reaction-
.H-xplarn the theory of unimolecular
reaction. * ,

(a) Write briefly about t}e collision theory
:

equation and define activation eners/.
: 4+2+2=8

(D) Obtaln an expression for the
ternperature dependence of ,.".tio.,
rates. The rate constant of a first_order
reaction is 3.46x1O-2 s-1 at29g K; what

- is the rate constant at SSO K if the
activation eners/ for the reaction is

.?

10.

,f

(c) lhat are the advartages ald
disadvantages of homogeneous catalysis
over heterogeneous catalysis?

'11. (a) State the frrst law of therrnodynamics-
Give the mathematical fo.-.r_,f.ti;; ;;
tl-e law. Comment on the energtr .t "r.€;in al isolated system and in " .y.li.

50'2 kJ mol-r?

process-

2+6:8

2+4+2:8

( Continued )

(b) What is tJ:e inadequacy of the first law
ol thermodlrnamics? How can t_l:e
second law of thermodynamics satisfy
this lirnitation? 6
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Explain the following
colloidal'state :

(u Emulslon

(ii) Eiectrodialysis

of liquid water?

Name the colloids
Iouowlng :

(t) Gas dispersed in
(it) Liquid dispersed
Lrlve examples.

terms used in

2+4+2:8

oDtamed. ln tfle

liquid

in liquid
2+2=4

6

.?

L2. (,a) How would .you distinguish between '

physisorption and chemisorption?
Explain how chernisorption of H2 @)on a
Ni surface produces a heterogeneous
catalyst for hydrogenation of
unsaturated organic c6mpounds. 4+4=B

(b) Sketch the structure of a simple
detergent. Why a_re detergents more
effective in cleaning action than
ordinar5r soaps? How does the added- detergent modi8z the surface properties

I

(c)
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PART_B

Answer any five questions

13. (a) List all the possible subshells and ' ?
orbitals associated with the principa-l
quantumnumbernif n=5., 4

(b) Write the electronic conligr:ration of the
foliowing elements showing the number
of unpaired electrons : 2+2:4
0 Carbon
(a) O>grgen

L4. (a) Which of the following has higher
melting point? 

ICaCl2 or HgCi2
Give reasons. 2+2:4

(b) Arrange the foliowing in order Gf i

decreasing ionic rad.ii :

Fe2*, Fe3*, Fe4*

Give reasons. 2+2:4

15. {a) Ca-lculate the volume {in litre[ occupied
by T-4O g NHs at STp. 4

(b) 3-7 g of -a gas at 25 "C occupies the
same volume as 0.194 g H2 at 17 "C at
tlee same pressure. What is tlie
molecular weight of the gas? 4

T1619A t Continued )
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-. 16. (a) Show that for any process the change in
. enthalpy at constant pressure is given

hrr

LH =*A,E + PAY

(b) What is photoelectric effect? How can it
be explained.? . 1+3:4

17. fal ' State whether AS is positive or negative,
when /y' ethanol freezes and (u) wateri boils. 2+2=4

- (b) What is the entropy of a perfect
crystalline substance at absolute zero of

' temperature? Explain. 2+2=4

18. (a) Explain why BaSOo is insoluble, but
BaClz is soluble in water.

(b) Describe the effect of temperature on
chernical equilibrium-

!
L9. (a) Explain the meaning and consequence

of wave particle duality.

(b) Calculate the rnatter wavelength of an' electron which is accelerated through a
potential difference of 10 volts. 4
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20. (a)

(b)

716-20Al98

{L0}

Write two general m€thods of
liquefaction of gases. 2+2:4- 

.

Expiain the following : 2x2:4

{t) H2O has unexpected boiling point
in the seiies of compounds-H2O,
H2S, H2Se, H2Te

(u) In polar solventS, orthonitrophenol
is more solubie than its isomer

***
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